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Guest Speakers
View Symposium

Peacefully Vigilant
30 students, non-students and faculty me.m bers gathered before the SUB recently in a silent
plea for peace as curious onlookers observed. The demonstration was iii protest of the
Viet Nam war. Some students talked softly; others just meditated. One participant passed
out Scotch Broom flowers to those present. Another demonstrator strummed quietly on
a lute. The "peace vigil,'' sp0nsored by AND, featured no organized program. The demon•
stration lasted for more than an hour.
(Photo by Craig Markham)

Central's Women See
Need Of Hours Change
"The results of tl~e SGA parents questionnaire, and re"Women's Hours Question·
sults of questionnaires sent to
naire" were very conclusive. · other colleges will be sent to
Eighty-one and three-tenths per the committee on dorm hours.
cent of the women Polled think
Based on these results and
the hours should be changed interviews with the f acuity and
and 76 per cent think that some
administration, the committee
hours are needed," Tim Wing, will then make a recommenda..
SGA social vice-president and tion to the administration on
spokesman . for the women's women's hours.
"I would predict that the com·
hours committee, said.
mittee will recommend hours
A total of 890 women, 72.lper
for some freshmen, suchasfirst
cent of the women eligible, anquarter freshmen, second quarswered tJ;ie questionnaire.
ter freshmen, or Possibly all
Of the women who think that
some type of hours are neces- freshmen.''
sary 14.4 per cent said that
they should include sophomores.
The remaining 85.6 per cent
said that some type of hours
should include only freshmen or
else no hours at all.
The vast majority of women
who said that some type of hours
Father Patrick Burke, head
are necessary recommend mid·
night for weekdays and ~ p.m. of the NAACP in Yakima, SPoke
for weekends, accordingtoWing. on the problems and ftmctions
of that organization during Tues.
Of the women polled 78.5 per
cent said hours should be ex- day's Curbstone.
"We have a problem of people
tended for special events such
trying to define us,'' Father
as homecoming.
Burke said.
The results of this question·
"In general we are misunder.
naire along with the results al a
stood. We are a civil rights or.
ganization. we are not eon. .
cerned with human rights, only
those inherent in our (U ~ .) con.
stitution,'' he added.
Commenting on thewell-known ·
A program designed to please civil rights leaders Father
audiences of all age groups and Burke stated, ''In order for us
musical tastes is promised by to join Carmichael and King we
the New York Sextet, tonight at would have to change our ap.
8 :15 p.m.
proach. Many of· our members
The sextet will present solos, feel we are behind."
duets, trios, quartets, and the
Father Burke remarked that
entire en-semble performing op. the NAACP is based on law,
eratic selections, folksongs,
theory, and practice, and they
spirituals, and show tunes.
feel that with this reliance on
Featuring
such nationally law they wm be able to plot
lmown personalities as Edmond their future rationally.
Karlsr.ud, a bass.baritone solo"We have been afraid of ideas
ist, and Charles Touchette, ar.
of black Power. To achieve inte.
ranger and musical director, the
gration we seek to be models
Sextet will perform in McCon.
of integration,'' Father Burke
nell Auditorium.
concluded.

NAACP Seeks ·
Lawful Gains

In Integration

New York Sextet
Performs Tonight

By KRIS BUCKNELL
alization and internationaliza..
Acting News Editor
tion of large companies in Amer·
Symposium '67 combined . the
ica. He stated that the only peacewit and intelligence of five feaful revolution with any revolu·
tured speakers for the intellectionary spirit at the l-resent is
tual highlight of the year on the
that of the Black Power movement. On this and other issues
central campus.
O'Brien and C a.rmichael were
Dr. Sidney Hook opened Symvery much in.agreement.
posium this year speaking on
John Dyckman, fourth in the
"The Symbols, Myths and Ra..
series of speakers, spoke on the
tionale of Revolution.'' Support·
dehumanizing effects of technoing the idea that revolutions are
logical advancement. Dyckman
made and do not just happen,
sees over-.urbanization anct.techHook stated that revolution must
nology as serious threats to our
have the consent of the people
economic and social conditions.
as its foundation. According to
His answer to these threats is
Hook revolution is a symbol for
many ideas but its purpose must to devise a new view of utopiain
our society.
determine what kind of revolu·
tion each idea becomes.
Stokely Carmichael, Black
Robert Mezey, secondSymPos- · Power advocate and the most
tum speaker and substitute for
controversial speaker on revo·
Susan Sontag, cited a more un- lution, gave a soft·SPoken ad·
usual opinion of revolution.
dress on the SNCC. He included
Mezey, a "make love, not war"
statements on the white opprespeace advocate, would like to
sion
in America and the Negro
create a new society based on
humna love and unity. Mezey,
movement for freedom. Car·
who finds his outlet in idealistic michael criticized institutional·
poetry, stated that "revolution ized society, the education sys.
is the primary function of tem and the press.
poetry."
Conor Cruise O'Brien, whose
TO PAGE 7 FOR RELATED
speech centered on justice and
SYMPOSIUM COVERAGE
revolution, advocates the nation·
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JFK Death Probe Called Biased
STEVE MILLER
Associate Editor
Warren Commission members
approached the Kennedy assassination probe with bias, accord·
ing to lawyer-author Mark Lane.
Speaking before a Nicholson
Pavilion audience Wednesday,
Lane attempted to prove Commission participants acknowl~
edged only facts SUPPOrting the
government's theory that one
man killed President Kennedy.
Lane, author of "Rush toJudg·
ment," a damnation of the War·
ren RePort, revealed evidence
to "sell" his belief.
"The Commission insists that
the bullet bringing death to Kennedy entered the back of his
neck. This would place the assassin in the book dePository.
Surgeons who examined our late
president indicate the bullet entered the front of his neck,"
Lane said.
Lane offered facts disputing
Lee Harvey Oswald's alleged
guilt.
"Oswald, an ex-marine, was
'a rather Poor shot' accordingto
a fellow marine who knew him,"
Lane commented.
Lane told students that the government "suppressed" the communications media from presenting any evidence challenging
the Commission's theory.
"The American peoPle were
kept totally in the dark for two
years after the assassination,"
Lane said.
The well-known author com·
plained about ditticultie s he en.
countered in publishing his best·
selling book.
"I approached 16 cUfferent publishers in this country. Each
said no. Only after gaining inter•
est from E~opean firms did an
By

American company agree to
print "Rush to Judgment."
He continued.
"My publisher indicated to
me that he was asked by a key
FBI official not to print the
manuscript."

Concluding his presentation,
Lane expressed hope for investigations now led by New Orleans
district attorney Jim Garrison.
"He'll soon shock the American people with evidence revealing the real assassin of our late
president."

Questions Evidence
Noted author-lawyer Mark Lane charged that the Warren
Commission was biased in ltsKennedyassasstnationprobe.
Speaking before a Nicholson P~vilion audience Wednesday, X.. presented evidence allegedly overlooked by
Commission members. Lane looks to New Orleans District Attorney Jim Garrison for new evidence revealing
the real assassin of our late president. The speech· was
sponsored by the SGA.
(Photo by Craig Markham)
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Varied Views Given Concerning LSD Usage-LS'D ~ E ff.ects
Exp·lai ned By·
.Drug Experts

DR. AUDREY HOLLIDAY
LSD Assaults Body

DR. LUVERN RIEKE
Drugs and Law

Symposium was revisited
Thursday, Aprll 27, with a series
of speeches and discussions on
drugs and drug use.
Dr. U. N. Bhatia, from Wash·
lngton State University, was the
first of four featured speakers.
His topic ''A Pharmaceutical
Scientist and Educator's Viewpoint on the Use of LSD and
Marijuana" covered the psycho·
logical and physical changes that
occur with the use of these drugs
and how they affect the body.
Dr. Bhatia commented that as
an educator he cannot see where
these drugs add to the advance·
ment of society. Bhatia and Dr.

Audrey Holl.iday, from the Unl·
verslty of Washington, agreed,
to the word, that LSD cannot
produce a more creative person
unless the person ls creative to
begin with •
Dr. Holllday spoke on the
"Psychological and Social As·
pects al Drug Injection."
"Once a drug takes hold it ls
extremely hard to eradicate,"
stated Dr. Holllday in reference
to drug use in the past.
Calling LSD a chemical assault on the body she went on
to state that most students find
that the pleasures af this drlli
aren't enough to outweigh the
risks.
· Dr. Luvern Rieke, from the
University of Washlrcton and
Dr. Mansell Pattison from the
University Hospital, completed
the program of guest speakers.
Dr. Rieke covered the legal
aspects of drugs from the Civil
War until the pre sent while Dr.
Pattison told of the "Social Func·
tion of Drug -use and Abuse"
pointing out how drugs flt in
modern society.

Supporter Of
LSD Speaks
At Curbstone

DR. U.N. BHATIA
Drugs Add NoUrlng

"All laws prohibiting LSD are
unconstitutional," according to
John Spellman, professor at
Windsor University.
Performing belore a recent
Curbstone audience, pitch-artist
Spellman supported his thesis.
"The purpose of the state is
to protect the life, liberty and
health of its citizenry. It has
not been proven that LSD en.

JOHN SPELLMAN
LSD Laws Unconstitutional
dangers those rights. There..
fore, it is not within the stat~' s
jurisdiction to make laws against
it."
The LSD advocate continued.

"Even if we were to assume
that LSD is dangerous, the state
still has no right to stop it.''
The eloquent orator believes
the state has no .business dictating what he may do to his
health.
"If we allow the state to do
this, there seems to be no limit
to its power," Spellman said.
Spellman told students, "you
must make it fully known to the
state that you will protest laws
banning LSD.''
Speaking in melodious tones,
he concluded:
"When a law is not in the
interest of the public's health,
safety, and welfare, that law
is invalid.''

Albee's 'Alice' Slated-FOr May 9-13
EdWard Albee's play, "Tiny
Alice", will be presented by
the Central Washington State
College drama department, May
9-13, in McConnell Auditorium.
"When the play opened on
Broadway in 1965, reviewers
were in a state of confusion
about the theme of the play.
They determined that there are
five characters and that was
about all. Albee's secret ls
hidden forever, even with our
cast," stated Patti Holmgren,
student director.
She also stated "Jf you want

SIYLE #1192

to get anything out of the play
at all, you should look through
the eyes of Julian, because he
is as confused as you may be.''
Diane Jackson, a senior from
Seattle, plays Miss Alice, who
ls a benefactess and the only'
woman in the play.
Julian, a lay brother in the
Catholic Church, ls portrayed
by Dale Westgaard, a Tacoma
junior.
Lawyer, a for mer lover of
Miss Alice and her lawyer, ls
played by Terry Uppenberg, an
English and drama major.

Special Prices
To
STYLE #1051

STYLE #1191

All Graduates

Performance or economy

Y o•.J'll call it fabulous ...
A new concept in ring design ... a brilliant diamond,
perfectly cut and set to reflect radiance from every angle.
Available with matching wedding bands,
all crafted with the Master's touch. By ...

Tom Beeson, Yakima senior,
plays the role of Butler who
really ls a butler and also a
former lover of Miss Allee.
The cast is rounded out by
Rod ,C ary who has the role of
a Cardinal in the Catholic
Church.
When asked if the play was a
comedy, Richard Leinaweaver,
faculty director, stated, "It ls
doubtful, but there are lots of
laughs, sick laughs. No, it ls
not a comedy, it ls a play.''
In the author's note at the be·
ginning al the play, Albee discusses that the hope of many
has been for him to clarify obscitre points in the play. About
this he says, "I have decided
against creating such a guide
because I flnd, after reading the
play over, that I share the view
of even more people: that the
play is quite clear.''
Edward Albee ls also the author of "Who's Afraid ol. Vlr·
glnla Wolfe,'' which was made in·
to an award winning movie, and
"The Zoo Story,·" which was
the Symposium play this year.

Dave'•

larberShop

GO~,Pe~ ~~STE~

Open9-6

See Jerry Pruitt

VALLEY FORD
910 5. 1st- Yakima, Wn.

Sauna
Open9-9

MondayWomen's Day
12-9

In Th.e Plaza

:
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Central Students March
by Steve Miller ·

An estimated 70,000 peace
marchers choked key avenues
traversing SanFrancisco'sbust.
ness district Saturday.
March participants included
Central' s Jim Nason and Eliza
abeth Best.
"The marchers were protest.
ing the Viet Nam war," accord.
ing to Miss Best.
Before commencing their trek,

Associate Editor

Prof Moneymaker
. "Making a million dollars in this land of opportunity '
is relatively easy," according to Dee Eberhart, instructor
of geography.
"I think U , a person is of average intelligence and
applies himself he can reach that magic number," Eber·
hart explained.
The geography instructor, though not a millionaire,
is reported to have a considerable net worth. As recently
as two years ago he commanded a salary of over $40,000
a year while serving as a partner for a well-known San
Francisco consulting firm.
With feet on desk, Eberhart recalled extensive business
travels.
''I logged about 800,000 miles during my stint at Smith."
His specialty was advising urban renewal and shopping
center concerns.
B8.sed in San Franci~o for 12 years, Eberhart chose
to trade plush offices for the joys of rural living.
"I made the decision with open eyes. I felt there were
things more important than the large salary I was being
paid."
Eberhart still devotes much of bis time to personal
business interests.
"Currently I'm the chief officer of the Columbia-Cascade
Company which is developing a recreational-housing devel·
opment in this area."
The geography professor also accepts occasional con·
suiting assignments.
On Central students, Eberhart said:
"In general, I think quite highly of Central enrollees.
I wouldn't be teaching here if I didn't have respect for
the students."
He added that "Central is an extension of high school.
It caters to the needs of the average student."
Eberhart sees no great academic pressure here.
Lighting· a cigar, he com·
mented on the school's emphasis on Ph.D acquisition.
"The school ls Uke a busi·
ness. If it requires certain
standards to be met, they
should be met.''
Eberhart does not possess
his Ph.D.
"I'm not worried about be·
ing fired. That's the least ~
my worries.''
Noting the time, Eberhart
stood, cleared bis desk of
business publications and
floor plans and prepared to
leave.
"I've got to meet with fel·
low developers, and perhaps
see some new acreage," he
remarked with enthusiasm.
With that, he departed·like
DEE EBERHART
a little bOy off to the store
•••
likes rural life •••
to buy candy.

Pizza
Mia
Phone
925--1111
Evening Delivery Sun. Through Thurs.

The demonstration was ar.
ranged by the ·Spring Mobiliza.
tion Committee.

REQUIEM FOR A SQUARE

LUTE JE RST AD
••• summit feat told •••

Medal Winner
Speaking For
Climbing Club
Lute Jerstad, the first man to
take motion pictures from the
summit of Mt. Everest, will
speak Saturday, 7:30 in the Hertz
Auditorium • He was the second
American to reach the summit.
Jerstad, a member of the second assault team of the Ameri.
can Everest Expedition, reached
the top May 22, 1963 behind Jim
Whitaker. Staying for 30 min.
utes, he took motion pictures
from the summit.
Several hours later, overcome
by exhaustion, the group fell
asleep without oxygen, tents,
or sleeping bags at 28,000 feet.
A native of Washington, Jer.
stad won the Hubbard Medal,
highest award of the National
Geographic Society. His slide.
illustrated account will be presented by the Hlking and Climb.,
ing Club. Admission will be
·complimentary.

Group Elects Marc McBride
McBride plans to improve or
Marc McBride, SGA executive
eliminate the lack of communi.
vice • president, was elected
cation by newsletters and other
president of the Northwest Stu.
means. He would also like to
dent Association (NWSA) at their
bring more colleges the size of.
convention, April 20.22. Central
Central into the organization.
was consequently chosen to host
the NWSA convention next fall.
Present NWSA members be.
Duties of the presidency tn.
sides Central include: Pacific
elude promotion of NWSA to m.
Lutheran University, Seattle Pai.
crease its size and power and
to spread a lmowledge of various · cific College, University of.
college problems to member
Puget Sound, Whitworth, St. Mar·
tins, Mt. Angels, Marylhurst,
schools.
Also elected were CWSC stu. Concordia, Cascade, ·George
dents Kathy Spencer, secretary, Fox, and Oregon College of Edu.
am Mike Wearne, treasurer.
cation.

demonstrators gathered at Ke.
zar Stadium as folk singers Joan
Baez and Judy Collins highlight.
ted a peace program.
''The march was orderly and
without violence," Nason com.
mented.

For low cost Insurance covHondas, liability.accident, Fire • Life • Auto and
hard to place inSurance.
ering

We specialize in Honda Insurance which includes 24
hour medical coverage on· or
ott the Honda at a real economical rate.
Stop in and

seeDonJonesat

Don
Jones
Insurance

You, like any other lovable, clean-living, freckle-faced
American kid, want to be a BMOC. How can you make it?
Well sir, there are several ways, none of which will
work.
You're too puny to be an athlete, too lazy to be a valedictorian, and too hairy to run for Homecoming Queen.
As for becoming a best-dressed man, how are you going
to buy clothes with a miser for a father?
Are you licked then? Is there no way to make BMOC?
Yes, there is! And you can do it! Do what? This:
Become a hippie! Get cool! Get alienated! Have an
Identity Crisis! Be one of the Others!
How? Well sir, to become a hippie, simply follow these
five simple rules:
1. Read all of Tolkien in the original dwarf.
2. Have your Sophomore Slump in the freshman year.
3. Wear buttons that say things like this:
NATIONALIZE DAIRY QUEEN
ASTHMATICS, UNITE
LEGALIZE APPLE BUTTER .
HANDS OFF AIR POLLUTION
4. Go steady with a girl who has long greasy hair, a guitar, enlarged pores, and thermal underwear.
5. Attend Happenings regularly.

This last item may require some explanation, for it is
possible that Happenings haven't reached your campus
yet. Be assured they will because Happenings are the biggest college craze since mononucleosis .
A Happening, in case you don't know, is the first formless art form. Things just happen. For example, eighty
naked men come out and squirt each other with fire hoses
containing tinted yogurt. Then eighty more naked men
come out and light birthday candles in the navels of the
first eighty men. Then one girl, clothed, comes out and
pulls three thousand feet of sausage casing through her
pierced ear. Theri eighty more naked men come out and
eat a station wagon.
There is, of course, a musical accompaniment to all
these fun things. Usually it is "Begin the Beguine:' played
by 26 trench mortars, a drop forge, and a rooster.
There used to be, some years ago, still another requirement for becoming a hippie: a man had to have a beard.
But no longer. Beards were worn in the past not so
much as a protest, but because shaving was such a painful
experience. Then along came Personna Super Stainless
Steel Blades.
Today if you don't want to shave, well, that's your
hangup, isn't it, baby? I mean when you've got a blade
like Personna that tugs not neither does it scrape, what's
your copout, man? I mean like get with it; you're living
in the past. Shaving used to hurt, used to scratch, used to
gouge, used to give you all kinds of static. But not since
Personna. It's a gas, man. It's a doozy; it's mom's apple
pie. You dig?
,
I mean, man, you still want a beard? Crazy! But you
don't have to turn your face into a slum, do you? Shave
around the bush, baby, neatly and nicely with Personna.
I mean like Personna comes in double-edge style and
Injector style too. I mean like any way you try it, you .
gotta like like it.

*
310N. Pine

925-3121

* *

© 1967, Mu: Shulman

Hey, man, like how about doubling your shaving cool? .
Like how about wilting those cra:1y whiskers with aome
Burma-Shave? Like regular or menthol? Like have
you got a better friend than your kisser? Like treat ii
right, right? Ye-ye!

CampusCrier Spotlights Opinion
Symposium Sick

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Seattle Police
Seek Students
In Interviews

Symp0sium '67 was sick.
n was not sick because of the speakers 1t had. It was sick
because ol the speakers 1t did not have.
Symp0sium should represent a clash of ideas. It did not.
To be sure, ideas were there-but they did not clash.
Prospective policemen will be
The possible exception, of course, was Dr. Sidney , Hook's
sought here by an interviewing
attempt to convince Stokely Carmichael that justice can be
team from the City of Seattle
achieved by legal means in the American society.
on TUesday.
Yet, even then, the clash just didn't come. It may be that
The interviews are being conCarmichael was too Involved in soft-sellq his audience to preducted as part of a program to
sent the same depth of feeling apparent in his Seattle address.
channel more college graduates
or, perhaps Carmichael simply believed that Hook's reliance
into Seattle pa lice work, accord.
on legality was too absurd to deserve detailed cr1t1clsm.
ing to Thomas Hanley, secretary
It is doubtful that anyone could deny that each of the Symp0of the Seattle Civil Service Com•
sium speakers was in some
mission.
degree to the left of center on
''The Seattle Police Depart.
the contemporary Amerlcanpolhas recognized the fact
ment
itical spectrum. What generally
that a higher level of education
happens in such confrontations ..
and corresponding general comis. that speakers disagree on
petence must be achieved to meet
means rather than on their stated
the growing demands for im·
ends.
proved public protection," Han.
Only 1f a wide spectrum of
ley said.
political thought ls represented,
Starting salary for college
is there likely to be sufficient
graduates on the Seattle force
furor to reveal deeper thought
is $7,380. Applicants must be
and actual ends.
21 years of age,
Speaker Mezey found that the
Interested students may conmost slgnif icant thing he could
tact the Placement Office.
say to conclude our 'lntellec·
tual mardl gras' was "bullshit."
The Intelligence, feeling, and
intellectual validity that occasions such a comment may be
considerable.
But, like Symposium '67, Meno question that the religious
than the use of his limbs.''
zey's statementjustdoesn'thave
ROBERT MEZEY
experience has been lost in our
Accordingly when one is not
the quality <1 substance into
"bullshit"
society. , It was indeed a sad
able to cope even with a dema•
which we would care to stick our
To the Editor:'
day when God died. However,
gogue with gaping holes in his
intellectual teeth.
on Friday night Mr. Sidney
it is doubtful if he can ever
pasition, he is . intellectually
Hook made one of the truest
be resurrected with LSD.
helpless indeed and, in the final
statements of the Sympasium
Even a cursory reading o!
outcome, deserves just what he
sessions, even though he was
the New Testament-a record.
gets.
We
all
do.
by that time in a state of near
ing of religion in its most vt.
Jon M. Ericson
Last week John Spellman came to campus to discuss drugs
exasperation. Respanding to
talized era-will reveal that the
Chairman of department
and drug laws before a Curbstone audience.
Mr. Carmichael's notion that
vitality of religion came from
of speech and drama
Spellman entertained a seemingly sympathetic audience by saying
the democratic processes are
the Holy Spirit. If people are
that laws prohibiting I.SD are unconstitutional and that marl·
no longer an adequate means
really
interested in revitalizing
juana is great stuff. Spellman then proceeded to tell listeners
to effect · social change, Hook
religion the place to start is
about effective and ineffective methods of hiding drugs about
eyed his antagonist as he plain·
Editor's Note:
not on a "trip" with LSD. The
the home.
tively asserted, "But we have
When we ran Miss Dawkins'
place to begin is on a "trip"
Spellman claimed that penalties for violation of drug laws are
got to learn how to convince
letter last issue, space um.
with
the Holy Spirit. The New
absurdly harsh. They are harsh. He claims that they should
people."
itations necessitated rather
Testament says, "God is a spirit
all be repealed. He may be right.
Learn how indeed: The earli·
severe trimming. She be·
and those wh~ worship him must
But to give students encouragement in the violation of these
er philosopher, Plato, came to
lieves the original meaning
worship him in spirit and in
laws Is a grave injustice. Drug laws are valid until repealed
a similar opinion at about the
was lost. The missive foltruth.''
I cannot see the conor stricken down by the courts. Punishments can Involve years
same time in his prof esstonal
lows in its uncut entirety in
nection
between
chemistry and
in jail, thousands of dollars in fines, and the loss of some of the
career. The point is that at
the interest of good wm and
spirit. There is no doubt that
dearest privileges and opportunities of American citizenship.
times (most times) knowledge
justice.
the LSD . user gets some kind
Spellman adds that U druCS induce alienation, then alienation
is inadequate without a means
of experience from this chem.
from society ls not uncommon. Mexicans and Negroes are
to communicate it to a paprilar
To the Editor:
ical, but to convert a chemical
also alienated from our society, he said.
Regarding the article "LSD
audience. If Mr. Hook had learnexperience to a God.. conscious.
· We think it significant that those Mexicans and Negroes who
ed that earlier he might have
User States Position" by Vern
ness is quite a feat.
do feel alienated from society are in an all-out struggle to gain
been the hero instead of the
Giesbrecht. The article stated,
Religion -today could stand to
admittance.
"He contended that the use o!
goat of the Symposium; he cer.
be revitalized but the revitaJ..
As one who ls fortunate enough to be Involved in the shaping
LSD was basically a religious ex.
tainly would not have had to
ization needs to be a spiritual
IJf this society, we find it inconceivable that anyone would conperience, and had the patential
endure the· endless verbal shifts
one and not a chemical one.
sciously surrender that p0sition of influence.
of revitalizing religion."
and faulty analysis to which he
Suzanne J. Dawkins
There is no doubt that LSD
was subjected.
Kamola Hall
users stumbled onto a terrific
Rhetoric (the study of how to
idea by marrying the use of
inform or convince the non.
expert orpapular audience), said
LSD with religion. If they can
Thirty students, non-sttidents
Aristotle, is a meansofdefense:
sell the public on this point it
,, and ,faculty members gathered
"It is absurd to hold that a
will certainly give the "trip"
Letters from all persons to
Lrecently before the SUB in a
man ought to be ashamed of
an air of respectability. At
the CRIER editor are welcome
silent plea for peace.
being unable to defend himself
any rate they can scream beand printed, as space allows.
cause their religious freedoms
with his limbs, but not of being
Several participants favored
Letters should not exceed 300
are being infringed upon.
unable to def end himself with
an end to all wars.
words and must be type writHowever, is the use of narspeech and reason, when the
ten, <kRJble spaced, slped, ~d
Many peace advocates called
use of rational speech is more
cotics the type of revitalizing
received
in the CRIER arrtee,
for a Viet Nam withdrawal.
distinctive of a human being that religion needs? There is
top fl~ d the SUB,
·
Today, in Viet Nam, 400,000
American GI's also seek peace.
..They gather not in town squares,
but in rice paddies. For many,
rice paddies become graves.
We, like those who demon·
AtL-liMERJrAN COLLEGE NEWSPAPER 196..:>-66.
strated recently, prayfor peace.
Editor-in-chief, Poul R~ Hort;
Associate Ed;.or, Steve ·Miller/
Gossage,
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Potty Egger and
But, we believe that peace comes
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with stren~h.
Sports Editor, Greg Salvi; Head Copy Editor, Rik Nelson; Copy
Chief
photographer: Craig Markham; contributing photograph·
ers:
Pete Edlund, Michelle Perrow and Tom Seaward, Faculty
Editors,
Kirk JohnsonJnd Joe Grove;
Business Manager, Sharron
The United States cannot afford
Thompson;
Advertising Representative, Ed Hartstein;
Assistant
Adviser,
Douglas A. Lang.
Advertising
Representative,
Richard
Wright,
to ignore forces that threaten
- · Affllia_ted with A~sociated Collegiate Press, Minneapqlis, Minn.,
Reporters: · Chris' Edwardson, Duane Decker, Kris Bucknell, Jan
and National Educational Advertising Services, New York, Printed
our way of life. Threats to
Welander,
Joe Entrikin, Laurel Smith, Cheryl H-i:ndrickson, Mory
FRANK ERICKSON
on the· Record Pres!, Ellensburg, Wash.
democracy must be met.
••• at any price'/ •••

Just Deserts

Why Not Pot?

LSD and God

We're For Peace
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The
DROP-IN
by Dick Trapp

Editorial Photo by Craig Lindsay Markham
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Guaranteed 'C' For Students
------------Associated
Co/leg-iate PressFoRT COLLINS, Colo. (ACP)
-A Colorado State University
not a pa~lar grade.
itely be expected to attend
professor has his own ideas
Reed pointed out that his pro- class."
about grading-he would like to
posal would imply a kind of
He said he feels certain the
give his students a choice of re.
honor system on the part o! system would work, at least in
ceiving a guaranteed C ortrying
students who chose to receive his upper series courses, be.
to achieve a higher grade, the
the C. They "would be excause students in these courses
Collegian reports.
pected to read the text," he see them as being "of definite
Edward B. Reed, assistant pro.
said, "and they would deftn. value in their careers."
fessor of zoology, said he first
propased the system to his class.
es last quarter "partly in fun
and partly because a number of ·
Bowling Green, Ky. (ACP) - Everyone knows that women's
students had complained they
skirts are reaching new heights. But not everyone agrees with
were too busy trying to make
the trend.
grades to learn anything."
A graduate of Western Kentucky University, for instance, be·
The propasal met with mixed
reactions from students in his ·
lieves the upward trend has gone too far, reports the "College :
Heights Herald."
limnology and fresh water inver.
tebrates classes.
For a recent Lion's Club banquet, the young lady chose a dress
The arbitrary grade is based
with a floor-length skirt, which, she said, would make her feel
on Reed's impression, over the
"more comfortable than a short mini skirt.''
years, that . a grade of c is
As she breezed toward the banquet room, the hem at her
about average for his classes.
skirt became caught in a revolving door. Not !mowing what was
"I don't plan the grade _distrt.
happening, she continued on, only to lose the entire skirt in the
bution this way," he said.
door.
"That's ju stthe way it happens."
A friend quickly placed a coat around her shoulders. Said the
He added, however, that C is
stunned graduate, "Fashion will get you one way or the other.''

Mini a Blush

Now that Symposium is over, we can all fall back into our old
familiar rut of not straining our intellectual capacities any
further than is abnormally necessary to carr1 on our day to
day class attendance.
Those few who stayed, along with the local merchants and
farmers, did not as might be assumed, have their intellects
snowed by glossy phrases and picturesque analogies, but in
some cases, had them insulted. This is, of course, a shame,
since the idea behind Symposium is intellectual stimulation,
rather than either of these two extremes.
At any rate, the intellectual stimulation in this year's Sympa..
sium appears to me to have hit a new low in the person of Robert
Mezey, Poet Laureate of the Seceding Society.
That silver.tongued orator, golden boy of the substitution set,
summed up all of his meager attempts at humor, sarcasm,
intellectualism, and rebuttal in one word in front of some 4,000
people Friday night. The word? He said "bullshit" and hit the
oratorical natl right on its symbolic head.
Stokely Carmichael, the big boy of black power, a term which
was batted back and forth at great length and was finally reduced
to a question of semantics, was something of a disappointment.
His speech was adequate, but for a dime, one could have bought
a Seattle pa.per and read it, eans expression, during five or six
television commercials.
It should be painted out, however, that the rest of the speeches
and Symposium activities were definitely satisfactory, although
Sidney Hook, a brilliant man in hi sown right, was dealt an injustice
by having to function under the ridiculously misplaced awe shown
to Carmichael.
Mr. Hook, in addition to presenting some very astute observa·
tions on practically everything, controlled himself admirably in
the face of verbal abuse from some of his fellow speakers, and
a mass exodus by the audience when Carmichael and Mezey
unceremoniously bagged out early Friday night.
The movie, "The War of the Buttons,'' was delightful, and needs
no elaboration.
The Symposium play, "The Zoo Story," admittedly an amateur
production, was quite laudable, and it should be noted that the
excellent acting of Terry Parker and Mark Jepson, the play's
only characters, far outweighed the technical mistakes.
All in all, this year's Symposium ~s a rather light hearted
or headed, attempt at intellectualism, and the drop.in, for one,
would like to see a more well-rounded group of participant
pickers on next year's committee.

-Insight I n t e r n a t i o n a l - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·

Pakistani View of Kashmir Dispute

-----------------------------By.
lmtiaz Ahmad~ol
In 1947 the British left India
and the subcontinent was divided
into two sovereign states, Pakistan
and India. Areas with a majority
of Hindu population constituted India
while areas largely under Moslem
denomination were joined with Pak·
istan. In the case of many auton·
omous and semi - autonomous
princely states, it was agreed by
all parties concerned that their accession to either India or Pakistan
will be guided by the following.
(1) The majority at the ethnic
and religious groups in the terri·
tery.
IMTIAZ
( 2) The geographic and economic
AHMAD ·
proximity of the state to India or
.Pakistan.
All but three states joined India or Pakistan without
any problem. The rulers of two states, Hyderabad and
Junaharh, chose to remain autonomous. India invaded
these states and annexed them on the grounds that·
the rulers had violated the· guiding principles. and
had acted against the wishes of the majority.
KASHMIR PEOPLE REBEL
The majority at the people of Kashmir were, however,
Moslems and at the time of independence were in
rebellion against the autoarchic .Hindu ruler of the
state. In order to quell the drive for independence
of his people, which was later joined by some Pakis·
tan! tribes, the Hindu ruler of the state signed an
agreement of accession with India in exchange for
the military help.
In 1948 India sent her regular army units. Pakistan
"" retaliated and the short but bitter war gave control
of one-third of Kashmir to Pakistan and two-thirds
to India. The matter was brought before the United
Nations. Both India and Pakistan agreed to a cease
fire and to later hold a free plebisclte under the

auspices of the United Nations in order to finally
determine the accession of the state to India or
Pakistan.
INDIA CONSOLIDATES HOLD
Since the cease fire had given India control of the
two-third best part of Kashmir, India, instead ol creating conditions for troop withdrawal, ~arted consolidating its possession. Later on India unilaterally
declared the matter closed. This led to a revolt in
the Indian-held Kashmir. Most of the leaders of the
Kashmir freedom movement who demanded India to
fulfill her pledge to the world and the people at Kash·
mir, were imprisoned.
Moreover, in August 1965, charging Pakistan for
aiding the rebellion and supplying armed intlltrators,
India in her attempt to block the inflltration route
crossed the cease-fire line and occupied a few miles
d territory with the Pakistani side. Pakistan responded and within a week occupied a large part of
Indian occupied Kashmir o
India, instead of containing the war over the disputed
territory of Kashmir, invaded through the main inter·
national boundary towards West Pakistan. A full scale
war followed which was stopped through United Nations
mediation in September 1965.

INDIAN ARGUMENTS GIVEN
Besides using force, India has used the following
· arguments in justification of her possession of Kash·
mir and against holding plebiscite in Kashmir.
·
(1) The decision of the people of Kashmir to join
Pakistan will upset the dellcate balance kept between
dUferent communities in Indian Communal rivalries,
and demands for regional autonomy wm wreck the
Indian democracy.
(2) Kashmir ts "legally" ·an Indian territory. The
accession to India was signed by the ruler at the time
of partltion.
The weakness of the first argument is self-evident.
If arruments like these are used to justifypure nation·

tstic claims, then Pakistan, in the inter.est of joining

her two wings separated by Indian terrJ..
the people
tory, could claim all the four northern states of the
Indian union.
Moreover, even in the large st part of Kashmir in
Indian possession for the last twenty years, relations
,between different communities are still delicate.
The Sikhs of Punjab are threatening to immolate if
autonomy is not granted, while the Hindu extremists
still consider the killing of a Moslem to save a cow
an act of highest religious sacrifice.
WHY SACRIFICE FREEDOM?
Why should the people of Kashmir be forced to
sacrifice their freedom for the sake of such a democracy and commit their future to India? If India still
insists that they do, why isn't the world and Pakistan
satisfied by the holding of a free and impartial
plebiscite in Kashmir?
CRISIS SUMMARIZED The following Points summarize the current situation and a possible solution.
(1) The fighting between the two nations has temporarily been stopped. However, their armies still
face each other along the thin thread of cease-fire line.
( 2) The basic issue of Kashmir that created animosity
the war between the two countries still remains un·
solved.
( 3) The solution, no matter what shape it takes,
· must be one that treats Kashmir not as a prize for
India or Pakistan but a human problem, the solution
of which should take the wishes of the people in that
area under consideration.
MAJOR POWE_RS RESPON.SIBLI
In case the two parties fail to resolve the dispute
through peaceful means, the responsibility lies on
major powers. Through the channels of the United
Nations they could force both nations to withdraw
their forces from Kashmir or face economic sanctions. After the withdrawal is completed a plebiscite could be held giving the choice to the people
of Kashmir to accede to India or Pakistan or to
remain independent if they so desire.
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Hawaiians Plan Luau
One of the happiest groups
of people on this campus is
"Hui o Mele Hawaiiana" the
Club of the Merry Hawaiians.
The first sensation a visitot
feels on entering the club room
is one of relaxation and under·
::urrents of suppressed excitement.
Everyone smiles. Noone coma
petes.
"There are now about 30 mem>ers," reports Maurice Morita,
>resident. But currently the club
ls undertaking a membership
1rive. Most of the members are
rrom Hawaii, with a smattering
af "howlies," or Caucasian
mainlanders.
The big event of the year is
the spring luau, which this year
will be entitled "Hawaii-A Wish
Away." It will be held May 6
at Holmes Dining Hall.
Months of preparation go into
this Hawaiian feast. Club mem·
bers receive the food from rel·
atives in Hawaii.
The luau will provide Kalua
'p ig, chicken long rice, and lomi

lomi salmon, "which are really
p0pular with the howlies," one
club member commented, red.
raced. Also · on the menu is
POi, which -is a pasty, pounded
root; haupia, or coconut pudding; .
and yams.
Doing the cooking honors will
be the male members of the
club. The girls will serve strictly decorative purposes as
dancers.
The agenda includes a bazaar,
where macadamia nuts, similar
to round cashews, and leis will
be sold.
The cost of the luau has been
estimated at $400, but they ex.
pect to sell at least $600 worth
of tickets on a first-come, first.
served basis.
Meanwhile, the club is still
in the throes of organizing this
project. And it you have a
craving to go native, the meet·
ings are held at 8: 30 on the
first and third Thursdays, up.
stairs of the SUB.

I

Happy Hawaiians

Sporting native costumes, Hawaiian Club members appear happy as their second annual luau
approaches. The feast, scheduled for Saturday May 6, will feature poi, pig and pineapple.
Hula girls will undulate before students at the event. Tickets may be purchased for $3
at the SUB information booth. All proceeds from the luau will go toward scholarships for
Hawaiian Club members.
(Photo by Craig Markham)

Audiovisual Offers Sight, Sound
TEXTIJRE '67

By JOE GROVE
Staff Reix>rter
A unique world of sight and
sound is opened to the student
who has · discovered and uses
the multitude of materials and
machines available in the Audiovisual (AV) section of Bouillon
Library.
In this often overlooked · sec.
tion the student can find aidsfor
learning the unusual-Hebrewto the practical-proper punctu.
at ion.
·

The stocking loof< of now.
qciting" Ha~moriious.
1-:iead turning. Bonnie
Do'on~s -iriterlacing'·of ·
femininity in 'Dragnet',
fishnet looks shown, whit~
iv~ry, brown, hibiscu!•
mandarin. black, 1.50.
'Nymph', white,. 2.00.
'Jubilee', pink, blue,, ·
yellow, 2.00.

FILMS ARE FREE
It's off to the movies for
the conscientious student look·
ing for background material. AV
has three rooms available for
student viewing of 16 mm sound
films. The section maintains a
film rental library and according
to Mrs. Ruth B. Adams, super.
visor of Audiovisual section,
"films in this library are avail·
able to the students free of
charge.'' For the student who
doesn't know how to thread a
projector, the secfion will sup.
ply an operator.

Come To Where
the Used Car ~avings Are
'63 Fairlane 500 2 Dr. H.T • ....... $1195
Radio, V-8 Eng., Automatic

'64 Ford Custom 500 4-Dr. Sedan · . $1345
~adio,

healer, automatic, motor overhaul

'64 Buick Convertible . . . . . . . ... $2045
Air conditioning, power steering, brakes, window and seat. Cleon

'63 Triumph Spitfire Sports Car
'63 Galaxie XL Fordor . . . . .

Those among the one in five
students at Central on probation
or enrolled in a course and lack.
ing background, AV has self
· tutoring programs to reinforce
student knowledge. These pro.

MACHINES ARE SIMPLE
Most teaching machines are
simple mechanical devices that
present the student with one
problem at a time. However,
according to Mrs. Adams,
"there is one Auto Tutor ma·
chine available." This is a
large electrically operated ma.
chine that presents the problems
on a screen. The only course
available at this time for the
Auto Tutor is an electronics
course.
Programs for the mechanical
teaching machines include sub..
jects such as psychology, sta.
ti~ics, languages, punctuation,
spelling, arithmetic, and algebra
through calculus.
SPEAKERS RECORDED
Remember what George Lin·
coln Rockwell said in his recent
speech at Central, what Timothy
'Leary said when he spoke at
Central two years ago, or what
the main speeches in last year's
Symposi.um contained? If not,
AV' s collection of tape recordings contain a recording of, al·
most, every major speaker that
has appeared on campus as well
as commercial recordings on a
variety of subjects.
AV also has a collection of
disc recordings. Mrs. Adams
pointed out that, "these are sep.
arate from ·the collection of
music ·records and include re.

$945
. $1695

4-speed

289 V-8 Steering, Bucket seat, Motor overhaul. Sharp

'62 Chevrolet

The film morgue is available
only to students and faculty at
Central. It consists of old films
-of historical value for studies
and research.

grams are designed for easy to
operate teaching machines.

$845

Bel Air 4-Dr . .

Radio,automatic, V-8

'61 Thunderbird 2-Dr. Hardtop ... $1095
Radio, power steering, brake, windows and seat

'64 Falcon Club Wagon 4 -speed, radio,
'64 Fairlane 4-dr. wgn. 6 cyl. . .

$1495
. $1349

sharp

Automatic.. Sharp

Mini Cut-Sasoon
Mini Perm-Body Curl
Mini Price-s 1 0°0
Wigle!s from s12so

'62 Olds 2-dr. Htp. Super 88
Automatic Steering & Brakes

'59 Ford 4-Dr. Sedan Auto., Radio Steering
'59 Ford 2•Dr. HT Auto, Radio, Steering. Sharp

•
• •

$639
$739

Kelleher Motor Co.
6th & Pearl
Phone 962-1408

LEOTARDS and TIGHTS For
DANCE and P.E. STUDENTS

Campus Beauty Parlour
in the Plaza

Band Box
5th Ave.

cordings of famous speeches
and
recorded readings of
poetry.''
STUDENTS CAN RECORD
The section has stations for
listening to tapes. In addition
there is one room where stu.
dents can'* record and listen to
speeches for speech classes.
As well as aids to broaden
the individual student's back·
ground, AV has many aids for
education students and teacher
trainees.
A collection of filmstrips and ~
transparencies are available,
both silent and sound. The latest
in transparencies is an overlay.
It is actually a series of transparencies which can be laid
one on top of the other starting
with the simplest. As each trans.
parency is laid over the first
one the picture or diagram be..
comes mo.r e complex.
For instance, the first transparency could have a diagram
of one part of the human hearing
mechanism and as each addi.
tional transparency is laid over
the first one, another part of
the mechanism is added until
the complete hearing mechan•
ism is diagrammed on the transparency.
KITS MAINTAINED
Other things available to the
student teacher trainee are kits
from industrial and agriculture
organizations which include
transparencies, pamphlets, and
samples of Uieir specialty.
These include such subjects as
oil, steel, wheat, etc. AV also
maintains a teacher's guide file
of unit materials.
There is a unique world of
sight and sound waiting to be
discovered by the student seeking to broaden his horizons or
reinforce hi_s backgrou!l~· . ___ - ~

THE.

FABRIC SHOP
Everything

for

your sewing

needs.

412 N. Pine

962-2204
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Hook Examines
Semantic Traps

Syn1posium '67
Students, faculty, and townfolk crowded Nicholson Pavtlton to be provoked, amused, angered,
informed and insulted by the several invited speakers for SymPosium '67. SymPosium topic
this year was "Revolution." Views of the proper revolution ranged from the subtle to the
overt-from the legal to the illegal.
(Photo by Craig Markham)

Poet Robert Mezey Proclaims Love
As Cure-AH for World's Problems
By KRIS BUCKNELL
Mezey, a poet and assistant
Acting News Editor
professor of English at Fresno
Pinch-hitting for Susan Son. State College, amused many of
tag, April 20, Robert Mezey . his listeners and shocked some
came through with a home run, into leaving with his "hippy"
or rather, run home for a por. appearance and descriptively
tion of his audience.
erotic poetry.
Mezey upheld and illustrated
his ideas by reading imagistic
and often symbolic poems both
of his own creation and those
of contemporaries from allover
the world.
POET EXPOUNDS
"I make noise by writing Poetry and shooting my mouth of~
on college campuses," Mezey
said.
"Revolution is the primary
function of poetry, if not in
history, in our everyday lives.
.The poetry revolution comes
from darkness, chaos .••
truth," the poet added.

ROBERT MEZEY
•• "I make noise" •••

Mezey said that he didn't reall3r
want to talk about revolution
but wanted to sustain it.

"It's not so much that I want

Dyckman Views Advancement
Of 'Dehumanizing' Technology
Much of the discontent and
social unrest in developing and
advanced nations is a direct
result of the dehumanizing ef.
f ects of technological advance.
ment, according to John Dyckman, fourth Symposium speaker.
The techno-materialistic sys.

JOHN DYCKMAN
••• technology discontents •••

tern is characteristic of the
modern city, Dyckman said.
Yet, people see technology and
over-urbanization as serious
threats to their social order;
s~ch sweeping changes inspire
expectations which cannot be
immediately realized.
. ''Technology, Utopia and Revolution'' was the topic of Dr.
Dyckman' s Symposium address.
Dr. Dyckman is chairman of the
Center for Planning and Develop..
ment Research and professor of
City and Regional Planning at
the University of California at
Berkeley.
Technology brings increasing.
ly unhealthy economic and social
conditions, yet the modern city
lacks capital to meet basic com.
munity needs because of over.
urbanization, Dyckman conttn.
ued.
An additional source of dis.
content in modern society is the
fact that there are no non.cauca.
sian high.level participants in
technology.
(Continued on Page 8)

to change people and myself, as
to have unity, if only for a
day," Mezey said.
STATES THEORIES
When questioned about his theories concerning the building of
(Continued on Page 8)

Dr. Sidney Hook, professor of
philosophy at New York University, opened Central's 1967 Sym.
Posium Wednesday night speaking on "The Symbols, Myths and
Rationale of Revolution."
Revolution embodies a "fam·
lly of ideas" with a quality of
overtones, Hook told the large
audience at. Nicholson Pavilion.
PurPose must determine what
kind of revolution, for there are
many "semantic traps'' and
varying definitions of revolution,
he added.
Revolution
as a symbol
"evokes an emotional resPonse
among the classes it affects."
In the past it has echoed "like
the sound of a trumpet" but to.day it can carry the sound of
death, Hook explained.
The myths that people believe
about revolution vary. First
is the myth that revolutions are
not made but only happen, Hook
said. Despair is "the fuel of
action" and at it's height causes
an outbreak.
A counter myth is that revolutions do not happen, but are
made. Hook supported the valid·
ity of this myth as compared
to the first myth. Demonstrations may happen but revolutions-never.
If misery were ·a cause for
revolution, mankind would be
in "permanent revolution," he

lectured. Revolutions then need
leaders. Direction needs a pro·
gram and preliminary ttnldng.
No matter where a revolu·
tion begins, that it will end in
redemption, is a third myth,
continued Hook. People of.
ten believe that when revolution
begins there is automatically
a "new era of change." These
people don't realize that even
in progress old evils arise, he
explained.
Among other myths is the misleading belief that revolutions
are "inescapably violent," f{ook
Pointed out.

DR. SIDNEY HOOK
••• revolution myths told •••

Carmichael Speaks Out Softly
For Black Power' and Freedom
Stokely Carmichael came Wed·
nesday to a Central campus
steeped in doubts about his Black
Power movement and left be·
hind him Friday several ad·
vocates of his ideals and a much
better informed student body.
The oft times fiery chairman
<A. the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee, who had
insighted near-riot in Seattle's
Garfield district a few nights
before, sPoke in a significantly
softer tone for his predominateo
ly white audiences at Central.
In Carmichael's Friday Sym.
posium speech he attempted to
bring about an understanding of
the SNCC movement and its necessity.
BLACK POWER FREES
,, "Black Power is a coming together of black people to fight
for their liberation by any means
necessary," Carmichael said.
He later added that what he eventually wished to accomplish was
the control of the institutions
which affected the lives of the
black people.
During the course of that
·speech he spoke many times of
the white community and its
role in the oppression of the
Negro.
"Jf you are the master you can
define", he commented, speak.
ing of the whites, "and if you
can define you can· keep people
oppressed.''
SEEKS FREEDOM
"The real fight of the black
people is to stop Americans
from denying us our freedom,,,
he said.
Carmichael further exPounded his views on the American
society at the three colloquia
on the Central campUS. A ques-

tion was raised as to the freedom already inherent in our
country.
"Is the United States not deny.
ing the black people their freedom?" Carmichael asked. Tben
followed it with, "The United
States is not for freedom then."
In answering questions con-

cerning own role
in SNCC
and Black Power, Carmichael
claimed not to be the instigator
of the SNCC movement. "I am
just the person who would acti·
vate the movement," he said.
When asked if he was a demagogue he answered plainly, ''I
am."

Black Power, Baby
Addressing a capacity crowd at Nicholson Pavtlion during
Symposium, "Black Power" advocate Stokely Carmichael
criticized institutionalized society, the educational system
aoo the press. He told students "the realfight of the black
people is to stop Americans fromdenytngusour freedom."
The tone of Carmichael's speech was considerably softer
than audience members expected.
(Photo by Craig . Markham)
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O'Brien Advocates
Necessity.of Revolution
"There cannot be order and
justice 1n the world unttl there
is a revolution, not just 1n the
underdeveloped nations but .in
this country also," Conor Cruise
O'Briep said as he began bis
speech on Order, Justice, ·and
Revolution.
The United States, according
to O'Brien, rules indirectly
more area in the world than any
other government.
''With only a small am0unt of
influence the U.s. can manage
two-thirds of the General As.
sembly of the UN on any one
· vote," O'Brien continued.
In this light, O'Brien believes
that the U.S. and the world would
be better off if our major tndus.
tries such as US Steel and Gen.
eral Motors were nationalize<\
and finally Internationalized.
"For this we sball have to
wait till Norma'll Thomas is
elected," O'Brien quipped.

He went on to say that revolution is a rare phenomemn
which occurs in rare instances.
''Never has there been a sue.
cessful revolution against a well
established industrial state,"
O'Brien said.
Speaking of the so-called
"peaceful revolutions" he said,
"the one section that shows any
revolutionary spirit is the Black
Power movement."
O'Brien pointed out the par.
allels between Black Power and
the revolution in bis native Ire.
lam.
The Irish were fighting for
legal autonomy and the end of
landlordism. As they fought they
gained a reputation for "being
difficult and more trouble than
they are worth." This O'Brien
believes will be the most im·
p0rtant victory to be .gained
by Carmichael and blsfollowers.

Dying Act
The dytnc act of Jerry (Terry Parker) is to return Peter's (Mark Jepson) book in this
final scene of Edward Albee's play "The Zoo Story." In quest of signUicance, Jerry has
just goaded mild-mannered Peter into stabbing him. Jerry then bids bis horrified slayer
to make his escape. Jepson and Parker were the only two characters in the Symposium
pla,.
(Photo by Pete Edlund)

1our .College
Bookstore
Now Open at
7:30a.m.
for you Early Birds

This Week

Save as much as

·a

Dyckman, Mezey Continued
(Continued from Page 7)
For centuries people have as.
sociated utopia with the city,
though utopia has not always
been associated with technolog.
~cal development. However, the
character of the modern city is
defined by technology. Thus, we
need a revised view of utopia.
Decisions guiding city develop.
ment are generally made by out.
side rs; they are not in · the interest of the public. Dyckman
thinks there should be social
control of air pollution, water
p0llution and traffic.

(Continued from Page 7)
a new society he said, ''You
can't create anything without
destroying. I would rather spend
my life reorganizing than uv.
ing um er what we have now."
His views on world leaders
were quite candid and often
amusing.
"The governors, the dictators
and the politicians are always
talking to the people about the
people when they ARE the peo.
pie. We don't need leaders, we
neeq each_other," Mezey said.
LOVE CONQUERS ALL

Mezey' s general p0licy is that
simple human love can become
Central Sponsors
a cure-all for our problems.
"We have to be touching each
Debate Tournament
other, stop being nice gl!ys and
Central is sponsoring this become lovers, sisters and
year's American Issues Debate brothers," Mezey said.
Tournament to be held at the
"It's our refusal to love that
Grupe Conference Center, May drives us to kill," he added.
5-6.
Mezey made few comments
The proposition to be debated
on drug users but contended
is, resolved: that Black Power that LSD users were wonder.
is a legitimate movementfor the fully gentle, loving people and
achievement of equal rights and · that whatever their faults were,
opp0rtunity for the Negro.
this was a great asset.

0

On our Large Selection
of Art & Gift Books
·------------------------------------100 Count 3x5 cards

Ruled or Plain

3 pks. 254

-- ---------------------------------~-·

7:30 a.m.-8 p.m. Mon. thru Fri.
11.a.m.-4 p.m. Saturday

MiUs· Saddle N Tog
.

'

Complete Western Outfitters·
4th & Main ..... 962~2312
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Crimson Corals Swim
In Centennial Show

Aquatic Act
Swimming in aquatic precision are four members of Central's Crimson Corals swim team.
The annual Crimson Corals water show will feature the history of Ellensburg in two per.
formances May 5-6. Imaginative costuming and intricate swimming maneuvers are traditional for the event.
(Photo by Michelle Perrow)

Students Exhibit Mexican Art
A Symposium display of Mex.
ican art by the Winter Quarter
in Mexico students was exhib.

ited in Bou1llon Library.
The 33 students who partici.
pated in this year's pr0gram

collected authentic examples of.
the Mexican folk arts while on
tour at the University of the
Americas.
"The exhibit was a complete
cross.section of the main arts
and crafts of Mexico,'' said
Reino Randall, sponsor for the
tour and associate professor
of art at Central.
Included in the exhibit were
examples of weaving, basketry,
jewelry, pottery, papermache,
bark painting, yarn painting, and
some drawings and paintings by
students who took art classes
while in Mexico.
The exhibit committee includ.
ed Rod Cary, chairman; Phil
Yenney, John Lewtes~ Bob Sul.
livan, Lynn Clifton, Dorothy 01.
son, and Bob Heater.

The history of Ellensburg is
the theme of the Crimson Cor.
al's Water Show, May 5-6.
Old-fashioned bloomers, a don•
key, and phosphorescent gloves
will highlight the group's annual
performance.
The show, "Robber's Roost,"
is to honor Ellensburg's Centennial. It will be performed in
the Nicholson Pavilion Pool at
8: 30 p .m. Admission is 50 centS

with an SGA card and one dollar
without.
The intermission will feature
the Hava Nagila Dancers.
The synchronized swimming
group has recently returned
from a swimming clinic at the
University of Oregon.
"There we performed our
stunts and an instructor helped
us perfect them," said Nikki
Long, a Crimson Corals member.

Kelly's Angels
Seek Women
For Members

Save Two Feet. ..
Use A

telephone-

Kelly's Angel Flight, hOnorary
women's service organization,
is now taking applications for
membership.
Applications may be obtained
from any member of Kelly's
Angel Flight or in the ROTC
Detachment Building. Applications are due on May 5.
Membership requirements in.
elude being a third quarter fresh.
man at time of application and
having a 2.35 accumulative grade
point.
An orientation meeting will be
held on Thursday, May 4. All
eligible and interested women
are urged to attend.

Yours
Save
your
feet,
save
· yourself.
Take advantage of your convenient
Telephone
service

SGA Position Open

'-----

The position of chairman tor

the SGA sponsored movies is
now open. The positionpays$45
a quarter and entails the selection and advertising for the SG A
movie series and the foreign
film series.

___

./

.'. ELLENSBURG ·
TELEPHONE CO.

''SPARKLING NEW''

WEBSTER'S
RESTAURANT BRAND ROOM
and

319 N. Pearl

i-----------------------,
Featuring •••

FRANK DeMIERO
QUARTET
Live Entertainment every•••

Mexican Art
Smoke-baked black p0ttery and student photos of Mexican
craftsmen were only part of a Symposium display of Mexican art. Art pieces were collected by a group of Cen·
tral students and Reino Randall, associate professor of
art, while they spent winter quarter at the University
of Americas in Mexico.
(Photo by Michelle Perrow)

Phone .

925-55.58

W ED.-FRl.-SAT. NITES
A safe deposit box
at NBW is your
bank within our
bank ... Private,
Safe, Economical.
COLLEGE
BANKING@eCENTER

----------------------DINE&DANCE
e The Finest In Dinners
• New Dance Floor and
Lounge Area_
.

Across from the Campus

. • Friendly Atmosphere

Free Delivery

Ellensburg Floral Shop

REMEMBER••• Eriioy a nite out at Websters. Finest
Food and Entertainment In Ellensburg.

Downtown Location-Next to Post Office
MfMIER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
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Lef. Hertz Put You In The.

• •

With a hearty hi·ho you know who, Central Washington triple jumper Butch Marcum becomes
airbome, without flying lessons yet. Marcum, a consistent performer for the Wildcat
trackmen all season, hopes to be in the driver's seat in his specialty tomorrow when the
'Cats face the University of Portland.
(Photo by Craig MaiKham)

Pilots Challenge Cat Spi kers
Central Washington's surging
thinclads are heavily favored to
keep their ~inning streak intact
when they take on Portland University in the Rose City tomorrow. Coach Art Hutton's machine
just keeps running away from the
opPosition, as evidence by 101·
44 and 841/2-601/2 winsoverWhit·

worth and Eastern, respectively
in the 'Cats last two outings.
At Eastern last weekend the
Wildcat's faced their stiffest
competition of the current campaign from the Savages. It took
several superlative perform·
ances from the Wildcats to sal·
vage a narrow 24 Point victory.

FISHER Stereo·
Components
• Guitars
• PIANOS
• Accessories
• ORGANS
LARGE SELECTION
PLUS OF SHEET MUSIC

Dorothy McCullough
& Pine
MU SiC Third
925"!'2671

Dennis Esser, generally a
dominating factor in the sprints,
faded to third and second in the
100 and 220, but the slack was
picked up by John Beard and
Joe Evans who won in respect·
able times of 9.8 and 21.9.
Jim Boorawasforcedoutofthe
880 by a foot injury but again
the slack was teken by 440 ace
Jim Hay and miler Co.nnie Eng·
lund as they came through with
a 1·2 finish. With Hay gonefrom
the 440 Bart Barto ripped off
a 49.1 to take that event. Close
behind Barto was Paul Wallace
in second.

SANTO, FRANZ UPSET
The field events saw both Bob
Santo in the shot and Lonnie
Franz in the discus upset by
Eastern's Ed Gehring-neith· er had been beaten prior to
Saturday. Ron Smithwick, im·
proving steadily in the high jump;
captured his specialty with a leap
of 6-3%, his best to date. Fred
Andrew turned in another super.
ior throw in the javelin, 223lllh captured that event. Joe
Evans_returned from his sprint
heroics long enough to take third
place in both the long and triple
jumps, and Dick Cllntworth and
Jim Norris managed a 2-3 finish in the Pole vault.

What happens when the Irresistible Force meets the Im·
movable Object? Last week these two thunderous forces
met in a titanic struggle at the local bowling establishment,
and the alleys haven't been the -sa.me since.
It all started several weeks ago when steve Miller, Associate
Editor of the Good Guys wrote a letter to his own paper
challenging SGA and AND to a bowling match. Sneaky Steve,
who's been lmown to bite off more than he can chew, certainly
must ha.ve been confident Of a good showing., because the local
heroes of your local government issued a challenge to the
undermanned Crier, and war was officially declared.
But, little did SGA know the Crier had a secret weaPon.
In fact, they had two of them. One, they had Kugie (Nine
Pin) Louis, who says he carries a 181 average. Which is
pretty good, but we didn't need
a golfer at the time. Reason
number two turned out to be
the clincher. Our ambidextrous
editor, Paul Hart, was out of
town~ Hart carries a 150 av.
erage on the lanes-75 with
each hand. So, after a hurried
conference, the Weekly ·Blat
drafted Jan Welander, a tal·
ented frosh from Kamola, to
take Hart's number 4 SPot on
the roster. That left Nine Pin,
Sneaky, Welander, and Yours
Truly to battle the best SGA
had to offer.
Dolores Hutchens, Kathy
Spencer, Marc McBride and
Denny Hamilton were deter.
mined that the government
would not go down to defeat. It
wouldn't look good on their
Political records.
McBride started the ball roll·
ing for SGA with a solid strike,
then spa.red in the second
DENNIS HAMILTON
frame. Nineteen frames later
· P0etry in Motion
he would get his second spare
of the three-game match. It took him 24 frames to get his
only other strike. And so it wentfor SGA. Hutchens, bouncing
back from a 99, had .a perfect game going for her in the
second game, but blew it in the second frame. Spencer, the last of the backup ball artists, showed fine
form on the alleys and finished with a 354 series. You don't
believe it? Jim Carvttto, ·a bowler from 'way back and an
interested onlooker~ said of Kathy: "Yessiree, bob, she
(Spencer) certainly did show fine form on the lanes. Who
cares about the series?"
Cannonball Hamilton couldn't pick up his spares, but still
wound up with the high series for SGA, getting a big 367.
With Nine Pin getting nine every frame, Welander getting
a spare here and there, and Sneaky sneaking in a strike or·
three, the Blat team raced to an 84 pin advantage after the
first game. Yours Truly bowled tremendously until Nine
Pin could get going. (Yes, sir, never too big to give credit
where credit is due, that's my motto.)
The Good Guys from the Crier won by 124 pins, but SGA
vowed revenge ·am demanded a rematch. The Blat !mows
when they've got something good going, and readily agreed.
Now, if our ambidextrous editor will just stay out of town •••

Co-Rec Concludes

The: Roffler
S~ulptur-Kut

This weekend isthefinal week.
end · to take advantage of all
the Co-Rec facilities at Nichol.
son Pavilion.

Tech~iqu~

Looking.foil·~new

Appointm~n~

experien~·

925-514.1

Music students, is yo~F--theme song
'"Brother, can you spare a dime?"
An NB of C Special Checking account may help you change
that tune to "Happy Days Are Here Again!" It provides a record
cit expenditures and helps maintain your budget. No need to
c:arry excess cash. No minimum balance. No service charge.
Pay only a dime a check.
ND~
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE
D''--'
Member Fedelal Deposit Insurance Corporation

JACK REITSCH, Manager, Ellensburg Branch, 5th and Pearl

Look at our various suggested. hair styles on display. If John Schmitt of the New York Jets can
find time to ge.t his hair styled w~y not you?

Licari's Barber Shop
In The Elton Hotel

Slot Car Racing
3-1J~'Ol>t8
·--·' ~

HobbySho
914 E. CGoitcil .
925-5.5 54
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League Leading Hopefuls
Battle Eastern Horseh iders -

Tennis, Outdoor Style
The weatherman finally cooperated with Central's tennis team, and the racqueteers were
finally able to get in S<>me licks on the outdoor courts. Here, Howard Jensen {left) ~d
Mark Merrill get ready for a scrimmage session. The 'Cat netmen host Whitworth and
Yakima JC at 1:30 p.m. today and tomorrow.
{Photo by Michelle Perrow)

Boora Rated Third in Half-Mile

The first aft~ bi-weeklyNAIA
individual track and field rank·
ings were released last week in
Kansas City. Asexpected,Southern University and Texas South·
ern, perrenial track Powers,
dominated the listings. central
Washington athletes were not,
however, as far back as many
might have believed.
Central's runners were rank·
ed in even flat race except the
220 where Joe Evans came with·
in one tenth <1 a second of na·
tional prominence. Jim Boora
commands the highest national
ranking with a third sPot in the
.half mile. B<>ora's besttimethis
year is a 1:52.
Dennis Esser in the 100 and
Jim Hay in the 440 are botb
PoSsessers of seventh piace national rankings. Esser is cred·
ited with a 9.6 100 while Hay
has done 48.1 in his specialty.
Connie Englund and Mark Henry
also hold seventh sPots, Englund
with a 4: 15 mile and Henry a
9:17.8 2-mile. Also ranked in
the 2-mile is Sam Ring with a
9:25.8 clocking. Henry is ex.
pected to be ranked even high·
er in the 3-mile after his 14:42
performance at Eastern.
In another running event, Central's mile relay quartet of Bart
Barto, Jim Wallace,SteveShire·
man, and Jim Hay lists tenth
with a time of 3:18.3.
FIELD EFFORTS HIGH
The field events are led by
. weight men Bob Santo and Fred
Andrew. Santo is rated e~hth
nationally with ,his shot put of
5 2.-4. Andrew is currently in fifth

sPot in the javelin with a toss Of .
218-7. Andrew is expected to
raise his ranking in light of a
223-Ulh throw at Eastern.
The only other field event
man ranked nationally is Pole
vaulter Dick Clintworth. Clint.
worth holds a tie for eighth
place with an effort of 14 feet.
It is expected that the entire

list of national performances
will tighten up considerably in
the weeks to come. If the Wild·
cats are able to keep abreast ·
in the national picture, Coach
Hutton's troops may well fare
well at the national meet in
Sioux Falls in June. Last year
the Wildcats finished sixth in
the NAIA championships.

The Pacific Northwest is so
loaded with par-breaking co~legi·
ate golfers this year, Central's
team seems doomed to a losing
season, Unless they win the rest
of their matches including the
two yesterday with Western and
Eastern here in Ellensburg.
The Ellensburg Elks Golf and
Country Club remains the site
of competition Monday, May 1,
as Central entertains Yakima
Valley College for a rematch.
The match is planned for 1 p.m.
with the 'Cats hoping for their
second conquest of the Indians
this season.
TOUGH ROAD AHEAD '

The road looks hazardous for
Coach Stan Sorenson's squad,
a group forced to play m:ie ot.
the toughest schedules they could
possibly ask for. Next in line
is a return engagement with
Whitman college on the latter's

home grass. Tee time is 1: 30
p.m. Friday, May 5.
The 'Cats were dumped by :
Whitman earlier this year in ~
Ellensburg in a match interrupted by rain and hail. SPort·
ing a 2-7 won-loss record as
of this week, Central is desperate for an upset.
A drenching downpour in Tai.
coma added insult to injury while
Sorenson's club was taking a
thrashing from an undefeated
UPS golf team, 12t/2-5lh, last
Tuesday. Dave Fiorino's 7 8 held
up for medalist honors among
his teammates. Fiorino picked
up three Points with that score,
defeating his opp0nent in holes
won each round and the final
score. A 75 by Jim Stewart of
Puget Sound was low for the
day.
Central has a chance at revenge against the Loggers when
UPS visits Ellensburg May 11.

Oil
' 4iiifitJ)Jf{$!Jf, ,
_Bqr B-Q-Beef
Ham-Turkey·

Minor

Battery

Tune Up

One Block West Of Campus

.on

Sp ecially ma4o

W. L. ''Bill'' SHREVE

{~.'l'dilo.cd.

Webste·r'a

CHEVRON SERVICE·

Bar B•Q

Ith & C Street....925-9216
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NORTH DECIDES ISSUE ..
The second gaine saw Hill and

Vik freshman star Mike Clayton
lock horns in a real pitching
duel. Clayton actually allowed
fewer hits than Hill, {2-3), but
a single by Bill North in the
fifth provedhisundoing. North's
rap drove home Kenny Pleasant who'd reached base on a
fielder's choice, and had stolen
second and third.
In the final inning, Pleasant
almost turned from hero to goat
when he misplayed Les Galley's
drive into a triple. But Hill
went to work and retired the
side on a strikeout, a PoP up,
and a ground out.

~.v;

~

AT~~& 11,00 FRli SAT.

-~

~

BURT LANCASTER
tEE MARVIN · ROBERT RYAN •JACK PALANCE
RALPH BELLAMY I witl.CLAUDIA CARDI~~]
• - - 'rHE PROFESSiONAl.S.- (ouTsTAND1NG CO-FEATURE AT 9:15 ONLY)

- . jiiiiES~ oEAD ~RT~o.-~·
~[OIURD
·~
T
~-RRY·GD·ROUH~
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EASTMAN COLOR .

Call Liberty Thea-tre .. For Show Times SUN. & MON.
TA TS TUESDAY
EXCELLENT ENTERTAINMENT-2 GREAT COLOR HITS!
OPEN 7:00 1 COMPLETE SHOWING AT 7":30 (PlAYS FIRST)

PETE_/l
SEllEJlG.

~**'Tz)
~

PANAVISION8

ACTION CO-HIT

~~Uo)l,Djd !get~,

awrong NurnDerJ

Tail Pipe
Muffler

Lube

opener.
Home runs by Lee Day and
·Dave Benedict pawered Central
to victory in the initial contest.
The circuit smashes came back
to back in the fourth inning and
further increased a 3-1 lead.
Ace righthander Ed Aylward
pitched a four hit gem in notching the win.

FRI. THRU MON.
One Of The Year's Best Double Features
ALL ACTION-ALL COLOR-GREAT ENTERTAINMENT!

Rain, Defeat Dampen Golfers~

At Shreve's Chevron

•

Central Washington's baseball
teani, currently locked in a
three-way tie for the top spot
in the Evergreen Conference,
takes on Eastern here tomor•
row at 10: 30 with first place
up for grabs.
The Wildcats, Savages and
Whitworth Pirates are all the
owners <1 4-2 league marks and
a split of Saturday's twin bill
won't do either team muchgood.
A doubleheader sweep by the
'Cats over Western Wasbington
State in Ellensburg last weekend lifted Dean Nicholson's
forces right into the thick ot
the fray. Whitworth and Eastern dividect a pair of contests
last Saturday to remain tied
for first in the suddenly hectic
EvCo race. The Bellingham
Mets are O~~
Topflight hurling by Butch Hill
held ott. a Viking threat in the
seventh inning of the nightcap se•
cured a 1·0 win after the Wildcats had come from behind to
_nail down a 5. 2 verdict in the

•••

i
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Steve Miller Named
New 'Crier' Editor

Students Host
Their Parents
In Two Weeks
The activities of Parents'
Weekend, May 12-14, expand this
year to include an address by
former Episcopal Bishop Albert
Pike. But the weekend, in which
students host their parents to
the camJXls, still retains the
traditional events of past years.
Registration and a coffee hour
for faculty, students, and par.
ents begins the schedule Friday
evening and again Saturday
mo ming.
Speaking on The New Morality
and trends in modern theology,
Albert Pike will highlight Friday
evening activities.
Saturday afternoon is the Miss
Sweecy Pageant and later that
evening is a banquet to honor
parents. The Pozo Seco Sing.
ers and PairExtraordinairewill
entertain preceding the Corona.
tion Ball and crowning of Miss
Sweecy 196 7. Both Friday and
Saturday evenings the all-college
play, "Tiny Alice" w111 be pre.
sented.
Sunday morning, churches wel.
come students and their parents
and ·in the afternoon the weekend
comes to a close with open house
in the residence halls and academic buildings complete with
displays or exhibitions.
Kennedy Hall will house
couples and men's or women's
residence halls individuals.
April 26·28, students may order
corsages for their parents.

New York Sextet
·Tonight the New York Sextet will perform in Hertz Re·
cital Hall. The sextet composed of two lady vocalists and
four male members, features Edmond Karlsrud, bassbaritone soloist. Besides songs arranged for six vc:>lces
the sextet will perform in solo, duets, trios, and quartets.

rAT-A-LOG

·

Jerstad Speaks
FILMS..SHOWN
Campus flicks for tonight and
tomorrow night are "Love With
a Proper Stranger" and "David ·
and Lisa". Show time is 8:30

See The

Crier news editor Steve Mill·
er has been appointed editor·
in-chief to succeed Paul Hart.
Mlller, a seattle junior with
a variety at newspaper and ra·
dio·TV background, will assume
the tap "Crier" post on May 5.
"I am confident ln' Miller's
ability to do the job well," Hart
said. "He's hardworking, imag.
inative and a good newsman."
Miller was appointed to the
job by the student-faculty Board
of Publications.
"I will maintain existing
'Crier' quality and add feature
sections exploring in-depth prob·
lems affecting the college com·
munity,'' Miller promised. He
cited the Ph.D. controversy, vol·
untary SGA, University status,
and difflcultle s of the admin·
istratlon as examples at the
problems he will examine.
Miller hopes to maintain "firm
editorial leadership, respon·
stble reporting and the exchange
at ideas." He hopes that stu·
dents will "recognbe the 'Crier'
as their medium for self expression.''
"I want people to react to the
paper. I want the paper to be
a vital. part of this community.
I want to see student reaction in
the form at letters," Miller
said.

p.m. ln Hertz and McConnell.

DANCES LISTED
There will be a rock and roll
dance tonight in the SUB Ball·
room from 9-12 p. m. Thi~ dance
ls sponsored by the Tomcats.
Muzzall Hall will sponser the
dance Saturday night in the SUB
Ballroom from 9·12 p.m.

JERSTAD SPEAKS
"To The Roof of the World''
will be the topic of speaker Luther Jerstad, assemblles com·
mlttee speaker, at 7: 30 p.m. in
Hertz, Saturday, April 29.

New
Nation,illy
Advertised

...

PAUL HART
• ••progress made ••••

Catalina
Swimwear
Bikinis
Coverups
One Piece Suits

A&·W ·
·D rive In·
-9th &·Euclid

f..

also Beach _Party

"Healthy debate is an essential
Ingredient to the academic com·
munity," Mlller added.
"l'f peaple don't llke what I
say, they can punch me in the
nose," Mlller quipped. "But
I'd prefer they'd write me a
letter."
Miller has worked as radio
disk jockey, production assist·
ant for KBRO in Bremerton and
as KIRO TV community service
agent in Seattle. He ls a transfer student from Olympic Col· ·
lege in Bremerton where he held
the position of student director
ot public relations for the school.
Miller succeeds senior Paul
Hart, who has edited the "Crier"
since the beginning of fall quar.
ter.
"The 'Crier' has meant agood
deal of time and effort," Hart
said. "But I believe we have
improved in quality and stature."
''Now people want to read the
Crier. That makes the effort
worthwhile,'' Hart added.

NDEA Forms Due

RECITAL SCHEDULm
Damian and Jennifer will pre.
sent a piano recital at 8: 15
in Hertz Recital Hall on May 4.

STEVE MILLER
.. .. ex deejay now editor ••••

All students under the National
Defense· Loan program that will
be leaving Central this spring
quarter must notify the Financial
Aids office · and arrange an exit
interview before the end ot the
quarter.
Those returning and new appll·
cants for NDEA Loans may fill
out revised application for ms
after May 1. Forms will be avail·
able at the FinancialAidsatfice.

"T" MODEL
Travels first class into summer ... low slung on sporty
stacked heels, in perforated white crushed leather.

Free
12-inch Pi.z.za each
·night , to the room ordering .
the highest total sales.

Swimwear

Special ,
Now494
Teen -Bugers Reg. 65•

At
Margaret's
in The Plaza

i ___________________.,

Style ·1220

--D elivery Service
5:30 p.m.~Midnight 7 days a week
. Anywhere within city limiiS·,
ONLY $5.95

MUNDY'S
~Family

Shoe Stor.-

